Meet Casper.

Casper™ Cloaking Technology

BY DESIGNTEX
1968
A starfleet commander steals a cloaking device from an alien spaceship to evade a fatal attack.

1987
A US Special Forces rescue team is stalked through a Central American jungle by an alien predator that uses cloaking technology.

2005
A young wizard acquires a cloak granting him complete invisibility.

2017
Designtex introduces Casper Cloaking Technology.
At last, Science Fiction becomes Science Fact.
Meet Casper.

Casper™ Cloaking Technology is an ingenious new invention—an architectural film for glass walls that obscures digital screens to outside view. It’s the perfect confidentiality cloak, obscuring only the light transmitted by large LED displays. Anyone looking into the room from the outside sees just a black screen, while everyone in the room can work freely with peace of mind.
Casper, a catalyst for collaboration.

Privacy in plain sight, now there’s an idea. And it’s going to change the way office space is designed.
LED displays filter specific light oscillations. By selectively filtering them again, Casper renders the display light invisible.

Magic?
No, rocket science.

LED displays filter specific light oscillations. By selectively filtering them again, Casper renders the display light invisible.
Until now, if you wanted to protect your data, you had to compromise. **Smart glass, decorative films, curtains, blinds, walls. Even butcher paper and tape.**

Casper, not compromise.
Casper can be applied to any clear, smooth glass on new projects or existing glass.

It is recommended for conference rooms, meeting rooms and team studios. It is engineered to work with most LED displays, 40 inches or larger.

Your sales representative will verify if your screen is compatible.
Cloak it with Casper, then customize.

Casper Cloaking Technology is installed on the glass inside the room with the display. But an optional Graphic Film can be mounted on the outside glass to customize the appearance of the space.
Here’s our range of Graphic Film designs, but we also accept requests for custom patterns. For custom patterns, a minimum order quantity may apply. Your sales representative will be happy to help you.
Casper, by the numbers.

$160  Casper Cloaking Technology per linear foot installed

$50   Casper Graphic Film per linear foot installed

Casper Cloaking Technology and Casper Graphic Films are sold by the linear foot and cut to size when installed.

Can be applied to any clear, smooth glass.
Recommended starting cloaking layer height – 26 inches.
Maximum width without seaming – 56 inches.

Available exclusively through Designtex, Steelcase and Decorative Films dealers – and installed through a network of over 2,000 verified installers.

Standard lead time is 5-7 business days.

To place your order or for more information, please contact your Steelcase dealer or Decorative Films at: casper@decorativefilm.com  (888) 657-5224  decorativefilm.com
It's not science fiction. Take it from the professionals.

An incredible solution.

CARISSA MYLIN
WORKPLACE STUDIO, SERA ARCHITECTS

... something that no other product I’ve seen can do.

SARAH PAYNE
INTERIOR DESIGNER, LEADING UNIVERSITY

It’s a brilliant idea.

TARA REILLY
INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO, ELKUS-MANFREDI ARCHITECTS

I’ve never seen a customer response like this … ever.

SUSAN LYONS,
PRESIDENT, DESIGNTEX
Transparency and confidentiality. Both at the same time.
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